
St. Augustine School 
Official Zoom Commandments 

2020-2021

1. Remote Students will wear their Uniform Shirt or Gym Shirt.  
	 Grade 5-8-Girls—Blue Polo shirt-Boys—Maroon Polo. 
	 K-4 Girls will wear their Yellow Blouse, Boys the Maroon Polo 


2. Remote students will be online from a table or similar space which allows for a computer or tablet set up from which 
	 to work during the school day.  (A bed is not considered an appropriate desk)


3. Remote Students will put on their cameras and their sound should be muted until a question needs to be asked. 	 	
	 Remote Students may choose an APPROPRIATE virtual Zoom background.  HOWEVER-the choice must be 	
	 set at the beginning of class, and must stay the same all day until dismissal.  Choose carefully.   
	 It is not a requirement to use the virtual background.  


4. Remote Students will login to the Zoom session on time each day.  While there may be connectivity issues which 	
	 can cause delays, teachers expect that all students whether In Person or Remote will be in attendance and on 
	 time each day for the start of school. 


5. On Time means: 
	 • In time for the opening of school-logged in and on screen for Attendance, Prayer and the  
	 	 Pledge of Allegiance.    
	 •On time means after Lunch/Recess they are properly back on screen ready for instruction.   
	 •On time means after the gym period is over they return on screen.   
	 •The Zoom session will be continuous all day in the classroom from the start of school until dismissal. 


6. Remote Students will be allowed a bottle of water, as In Person students.


7. Remote Students will NOT be allowed to eat during class time.  They will have their lunch period as the In Person 		
	 students do and are expected to eat at that time.  They do not need to be on screen for lunch/recess. 


8. Remote Students will keep all pets, toys, and other non school distractions eliminated from their Zoom classroom. 	
	 This does not pertain to items requested by a teacher for a particular lesson. 


9. Remote Students are expected to participate in the class, following all the usual protocols such as raising their hand 	
	 or modeling respectful behavior towards their teacher and other in person or virtual classmates. 


10. St. Augustine School’s goal is to achieve, as close as possible, a seamless integration of the Remote Students into 	
	  classroom, creating a hybrid classroom community of students.  Therefore, we request that parents not 	 	
	 participate in the Zoom classroom sessions directly on screen or in the Zoom chat.  

	 Any concerns or questions should be emailed to your child’s teacher .  The teacher will respond in a timely 		
	 fashion, but please remember that they are teaching all day and emails will be read after school is 	dismissed 	
	 for the day.  


Thank you everyone for your cooperation!! 


